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Simulation  of  An Asymmetric TM  Metamaterial Waveguide Absorber 
H. M. Mousa 




This paper tackles the simulation of an asymmetric  TM mode absorption  in a lossy metamaterial (left-handed) slab (LHM) 
sandwiched between a lossy substrate and coverd by a losseless dielectric cladding. The asymmetry solutions of the 
eigen value equation describe  lossy –guided modes with complex –valued propagation constants .  The dispersion 
relations , normalized field and the longitudinal attenuation  were numerically solved for a given set of parameters: 
frequency range; film’s thicknesses; and TM mode order. I found out that high order modes which are guided in thinner 
films are generally have more loss of power than low-order modes since the mode attenuation along z-axis z increases 
to negative values by the mode's order increase and the film thickness decrease . Moreover,  LHM , at  incident 
wavelength =1.9 m , refractive index= 2i3.74 and  at thickness m3.0 ,   guides the power better  than  RHM  or 
metal one. This LHM   is appropriate for solar cell applications. For arbitrary LHM, at frequency band of wavelengt(600, 
700 to 1200 )nm,  the best absorption is attained at longer wavelengths and for lower order modes at wider films. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 
Recently,  the so-called left handed material  (LHM), or meta-material whose unit cell is devised to show unnatural 
electromagnetic (EM) properties applicable to advanced devices, have attracted great interest for research [1–6]. The 
manipulation of effective parameters for the artificial medium diversifies the application of LHM. One of them, the perfect 
absorption (PA), which is potentially used for sensing [7] and solar energy [8], has become one of the significant issues 
related to LHM. The initial PA was demonstrated for the GHz regime by Landy et al [9] in 2008 .To date, PAs have been 
developed in every relevant spectral range, from microwave [9], THz [7], near-IR [10], to the near-optical. The problem of 
wave guidance in amplifying media has been analyzed[11] and has proved very useful in the field of semiconductor lasers. 
This problem is mathematically analogous to that of wave guidance in lossy substrate which is encountered in the field of 
thin film photovoltaics. The goal of photovoltaic  structures is to absorb as much light as possible within specific layers . . 
James et.al. [12,13] examined the problem of  lossy waveguide propagation  and derives the full-field solution to the 
problem of wave guidance in a symmetric and an asymmetric three layer slab. They explored lossy mode propagation in 
the context of photovoltaics by modeling a thin film solar cell made of a morphous silicon (right handed material(RHM)). 
During the past decade, there has been a phenomenal growth in the understanding and applications of meta-materials 
[14]. Meta-materials are composite structured materials, structured at sub-wavelength scales, and depend on the structure 
to give rise to electromagnetic resonances. Due to the resonant behavior, meta-materials can exhibit extreme values of 
the effective medium parameters such as large and/or negative dielectric permittivity [15] and permeability [16].. The 
design of absorptive meta-materials can be scaled from microwave [17] and terahertz [18] through the infrared[19] almost 
into optical frequencies [20]. Optimized meta-materials with high absorption have been proposed for applications such as 
thermal spatial light modulators [19], plasmonic sensors [21], thermal bolometers [22]and solar thermo-photo-voltaics [23]. 
S. Zhang et.al.[24] numerically demonstrated a meta-material with both negative permittivity and negative  permeability 
over an over lapping near-infrared wavelength range resulting in a low loss negative-index material and thus a much 
higher transmission, which will lead to more extensive applications. The negative index material consists of a pair of gold 
films separated by a dielectric layer with a two dimensional square periodic array of circular holes performing the entire 
multilayer structure . The negative refractive index was obtained at a wavelength around nm2000 , the real part is as 
negative as -2.  Furthermore, the proposed structure has a minimum feature size of ~ 100 nm. This paper examines the 
problem of lossy waveguide absorption when  (LHM) is implemented as lossy thin film in  an asymmetric waveguide.  The 
basic structure of interest for this work is the planer three-layered dielectric structure  depicted in Fig. (1). It  consists of 
LHM slab with thickness 2h covered by a lossless  dielectric cladding of real refractive index cn . The substrate is lossy 
with  complex index  of sss iknn 
~
. LHM film is lossy and has a complex index of refraction 
hhhh ikn  
~
. The simulations are  also performed for  another arbitrary LHM which has negative index in  the 
visible region of frequency band at wavelength of value  (600, 700 to 1200 nm).  
2.DERIVATION OF THE EIGEN –VALUE EQUATION: 
The propagation of TM waves through a thin lossy film  of (LHM)  with thickness 2h covered by a lossless  cladding is 
considered. LHM film occupies the region hxh  . The cladding occupies the region  hx  , and the substrate in the 











I present the eigen value equation  for transverse electric (TM) waves propagating in the z direction with a propagation 
wave constant in the form exp )]2([ ftzzki  , f  is the operating frequency. The electric and magnetic field vectors for TM 
waves propagating along z-axis with angular frequency   and wave number zk  are defined as[5,6]: 
cladding cn  
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Fig.1: Waveguide Configuration for a lossy asymmetry LHM waveguide. 
(7) 
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2.1  In  lossy LH film, hxh   












                                                                                                           (2) 
Where hh nkk
~
0  and , ikn hhh  
~ is refractive index of LH film.  h  , h is the electric permittivity and magnetic 
permeability of LHM   respectively . 
zzz ik   , where z is the longitudinal phase constant , z is the mode attenuation coefficient along z-
axis,  /20 k  is the wave propagation length in free space and  is the free-space wavelength for the model. 
 The asymmetric solution of Eq(2) has the form[12]: 
 xikxikziky xxz BeeeHH  0 ,                                                                                                                             (3)                                                                                                             
 xikxikzikxhz xxz BeeekHnE  020 )~/1(                                                                                                                 (4)                                           
                  
If  this solution is substituted   into Eq.(2) the resulted relation is     
222
zxh kkk                                                                                                                                (5)                                                         
  
2.2. In  lossless cladding,  hx   












                                                                                                                                  (6)     
Where, cc nkk 0 is the wave number of the cladding  region.  




















                                                                                                               (8)                              
 A is a constant determined by boundary conditions and   
    c is the complex  propagation constant, the real component of it  causes the phase oscillation with respect to x-axis.  It 
satisfies the relation  
222
czc kk  .                                                                                                                                                            (9) 
                         
cccn   with magnetic permeability c =1, c is the electric permittivity of the cladding .           
2.3. In  lossy substrate,  hx   
The wave equation is: 
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Where, ss nkk
~
0 is the wave number of the substrate  region.  
The asymmetric solution for Eq.(10) is given by  [25 ] 
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                                                                                                    (12)                                                                                                              
s is the complex  propagation constant.  It satisfies the relation  
222
szs kk                                                                                                                                                                     (13) 
sssn   with magnetic permeability s =1, s is the electric permittivity of the substrate .                                                      
The continuity of








nknCBee xx                                                                                                  (15)         
   
The continuity of




                                                                                                                                (16)                                                     
xchc
hikhik
knnABee xx 22 ~/~                                                                                                                     (17)              
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                                                                                                              (20)                       
Equation(18) determines the allowed values for the TM complex wave number of asymmetric modes . Since the eigen 
value  equation is transcendental , it can only solved through iterative  methods. I used Steepest descent method with 
linear line search[12]. Values of xk which satisfy the eigen value equation(18)can then be back-substituted to solve for all 
other propagation constants and generate the total TM field solutions over all space. 
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3.NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 
Near infrared frequencies, such as 160 THz ( m 9.1 ) LHM has 1,14  hh  [24] and refractive index, 
274.32~ iin hhh    , the cladding refractive index 1cn and substrate refractive index 2.726.1
~ ins  ,  the 
dispersion equation (18) has been solved to compute the  complex wave numbers of the modes. At the film thickness 
mh 5.0 , Fig.(2a)  displays the corresponding   electric field profile (normalized to unit amplitude) for the modes  of  
lossy (LHM) waveguide i.e. (M=3, M=4 and M= 5). The resultant propagation constants are summarized in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Propagation constants of TM mode(3, 4, 5) solutions to LHM waveguide of 
mh 5.0  . The parameters are of unit 1m  
 
Mode xk  zk  c  s  
3 
 
5.794-i0.6 11.46-i7.44 7.419+i11 6.964+i25.99 
4 6.943-i0.324 10.95-i7.6 7.79+i10.49 7+i25.68 
5 8.647+i0.658 10.32-i8.47 8.4+i9.7 7.179+i25.2 
 
It is shown that in  both LHM film( 5.05.0  x ) and  the substrate  region ( 5.01   x  ) , the normalized magnetic 
field  increases by the mode's order increase to the value of (3, 4, 5). This is because of  the real part increase of both  the 
propagation number xk and s to the values of (5.794, 6.943, 8.647) and (6.964, 7, 7.179) for M =3, 4, 5 respectively. In  
LHM film, the normalized magnetic field is trapped  and increases to the values of (0.55, 0.65, 1.4)A/m for the previous 
modes.  The increasing values of the longitudinal attenuation z (imaginary part of zk ) is important to the field of light 
trapping in thin films, as it represents the absorption length of a guided mode in the structure. Negative z means loss of 
wave power from the structure while positive 
z  means absorption of wave power by the structure.  By increasing z to 
the values of (-7.44, -7.6, -8.47) for M =3, 4, 5 respectively,  the modes have negative absorption lengths and the most 
loss of the power from the structure is observed for M=5. The normalized magnetic field in the film is of value 1.4 for M=5 
which means absorption of the wave  is achieved in LHM film as well as a dramatic evanescent decay in the cladding 
region( 15.0  x )and wasting its power  in the substrate. In Fig.(2b) the magnetic field profile is plotted (normalized to 
unit amplitude) for the previous modes  of  lossy (LHM) waveguide for the film thickness mh 3.0 . It is observed that as 
h     decreases, 
z  increases to the values of (-8.88, -10.42, -11.96) with mode's order as shown by table 2 which means 
more loss of the magnetic energy from the structure is achieved .  
 
 Table 2. Propagation constants of TM mode(3,4,5) solutions to LHM waveguide of  
mh 3.0 . The parameters are of unit 1m  
Mode xk  zk  c  s  
3 
 
9.11-i1.07 10.3-i8.88 8.64+i9.46 7.22+i25.05 
4 
 





7.9-i11.96 12.1+i6.7 7.9+i22.8 
 
Fig. (3) describes the variation of mode attenuation along z-axis z with mode's order for different LHM thickness. It is 
noticed that, at mh 3.0 , high order modes are generally have more loss  than low-order modes since the mode 
attenuation along z-axis z increases to the values of (-6.6 to -12) with the mode's number of (0  to  6). Besides that, the 
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attenuation increases to negative values by thickness decrease to the values m)3.0,5.0,7.0( i.e., for M=6, as  
h decreases to the values of m)3.0,5.0,7.0( , z  increases to the values of (-7.3, -8.2, -12) respectively.  Fig.(4a,b), 
displays  a comparison of normalized magnetic field profile of M=1mode of LHM  with that of RHM(amorphous silicon)  
and with that of a metal , at m 9.1 ,and mh 3.0  . The refractive index of the LHM is 274.3 inh  [16] and that’s  
of amorphous silicon film[RHM][12,13] is  3.09.4 in f  and that’s of metal film is assumed to be 3.0100 inm  . The 
computed  wave numbers  for mode M=1 are  summarized in Table 3 
 
. Table 3. Propagation constants of TM mode(M=1) solutions to LHM , RHM  
and metal waveguide at mh 3.0 . The parameters are of unit 1m . 
Film 
xk  zk  c  s  
LHM 
 
4.625+i0.88 11.87-i7.23 7.146+i11.44 6.9+i26.23 
RHM 
 





-3 330.5-i0.99 0.99+i330 1.29+i331.3 
 
It is shown that,  the normalized magnetic field of LHM  is amplified in the film to the value of (1.6 A/m)  and decays 
sharply in substrate and cladding. In  RHM film , the  amplifying of the field occurred of value (2.2 A/m)while in  the 
cladding  it reaches more greater than (-4 V/m) which leads to wasting of the power in the cladding. This is because 
z of 
RHM is (+1.16) while for LHM it is (-7.23) and of metal (-0.99) as shown by table (3). However, the magnetic field 
distribution shown in Fig. 4(a,b) clearly indicates the localization of magnetic field in the LHM layer which guides the power 
better  than  RHM  or metal one. LHM structure guides the power through the film more than wasting it in the cladding  as 
in RHM structure. 











                                                                                                                                          (21) 
Where   is the angular frequency, lattice  is the lattice permittivity, p is the effective plasma frequency and  is the 
electric damping factor, sradxsradxp /102.1,/102.1
1416   1.9lattice .The calculations are performed for 
electromagnetic radiations in the visible regions at wavelength 600, 700 to 900 nm. In  this frequency band the real part of 
refractive indices of arbitrary LHM according to(21) are -2.338, -3.274 to – 4.86 while the permeability of LHM is assumed 
to be -1. Fig. 5 displays the magnetic field profile of the mode's order 4 at mh 3.0 for different wavelengths.  It is 
observed that by the wavelength decrease to the values of (1200, 900, 600) nm, the magnetic field of the mode trapped in 
the film increases to the values of (0.24, 0.4, 0.68) respectively accompanied by more wasting in the substrate  as a result 
of 
z  increase to the values of (-10.93, -14.7, -22.549) which  means the best absorption is attained at longer  wavelength . 
As shown by Fig(6)  longitudinal attenuations are computed and illustrated as a function of wavelength of the incident 
waves in the visible regions  for TM mode's number M=(1, 3, 5,7)  of  arbitrary LHM model at mh 3.0  .   It is observed 
that the attenuation in this frequency band increases to negative values with the wavelength decrease and mode's order 
increase . At wavelength(600nm), 
z  increases to the values of (-21.2, -22, -23.4, -25.4)
1m  by mode's order M 
increase to(1, 3, 5,7). This implies the best absorption is achieved  for lower order modes. In Figure 7, we explore the 
effect of the film thickness on the mode attenuation z  for arbitrary LHM model  for M=1. It displays  that attenuation  
increases to negative values with thickness decrease , which means the thinner  the film, the mode will suffer more loss  
upon propagation in this structure.  
4.CONCLUSIONS: 
I investigated and simulated the modal dispersion relation and attenuation of  TM modes in an  asymmetric slab waveguide 
constructed from lossy thin LH film sandwiched between a lossy substrate and coverd by a losseless dielectric cladding . 
The numerical solutions showed that, high order modes which are guided in thinner films are generally have more loss of 
power than low-order modes since the mode attenuation along z-axis z increases to negative values by the mode's order 
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increase and the film thickness decrease .  LHM , at  incident wavelength =1.9 m and  at thickness mh 3.0 , is 
appropriate for solar cell applications since it guides the power better  than  RHM  or metal one . For arbitrary LHM,  the 
best absorption is attained at longer wavelengths in the considered frequency band and for lower order modes at wider 
films.   This study will make a foundation for  the creation of new optical technologies using "nanostructured metamaterials" 

































Fig.2(a,b): Magnetic field profile (normalized to unit amplitude) of the M=3(dotted), M=4(solid) and M=5 (dashed) 
mode  for LHM model, at (a) m0.5h  and (b) m0.3h , 2i3.74n~h  , i7.21.26n
~
s  , 1nc  , 
m1.9λ   
   
Fig.3  : Longitudinal attenuation coefficient ( zα ) versus mode's number for  different LHM thicknesses.  
m0.7h ( solid), m0.5h (dotted), m0.3h (dot dash)LHM model,     2i3.74n
~
h  , 
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 Fig.4(a,b): (a) Magnetic field profile of the M=1 mode at m0.3h , m1.9λ  , i7.21.26
~ sn  
1nc  , where 2i3.74
~ hn for  LHM model, 3.09.4 in f   for RHM, and(b) for metal 
i0.3100nm   
Fig.5 : Magnetic field profile of the M=4 mode at m0.3h  for wavelength nm600 (dashdot), 
nm900 (dotted),and nm1200  (solid)  of  arbitrary LHM model for , 
mh 3.0 , 1cn , i7.21.26
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Fig.6: Longitudinal attenuation coefficient ( z ) of TM waves versus  wavelength for 
mode's number M=1 (dashed),  M=3(solid), M=5(dashdot), M=7(dotted)  of  
arbitrary LHM model for , mh 3.0 , 1cn , i7.21.26
~ sn  
 
Fig.7:  Longitudinal attenuation coefficient ( z ) of TM waves versus  wavelength  
of mode's number M=1 for mh 3.0  (dashed),  mh 1.0  (solid)  of   
arbitrary LHM model  1cn , i7.21.26
~ sn  
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